AKVIS NATUREART 7.0: INCREDIBLE NATURE EFFECTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

April 20, 2015 — AKVIS announces a major update of AKVIS NatureArt, a superior collection of
the impressive nature effects for images. The software can be used as a standalone application
and/or Photoshop plugin, on Windows and Mac OS X. Version 7.0 adds new features and tools.
AKVIS NatureArt is a unique and exceptional software for imitating the majesty and grandeur
of natural phenomena on photos.
Nature effects have an impact on our mood and can be used to strengthen the impression made
by a picture. Give a dull and lifeless photo an entirely new look by changing the weather on it.
The spirit of the scene changes dramatically! Play with seasons changing, cover your picture
with enchanted fog, add fire to your image, create surreal scenery… Feel like a wizard who can
manipulate natural forces!
With the program you can choose and apply the dramatic, eye-catching effects:
Rain, Sun, Water, Lightning, Clouds, Frost, Rainbow, Fire, and Ice. You can get the most
out of these effects and create much more from them: snow from rain, moon from sun, moss
from frost, etc.
The new version brings even better quality, more flexibility, and new features.
In Version 7.0:


Added the new Transform tool that lets transforming selections and direction lines.



Considerably improved the Sun effect. With the new algorithm and options the effect
now works faster and gives better results.



Added the Reverse Colors option to the Rainbow effect.



Added the Line Sets (ready-to-use lightning layouts) to the Lightning effect.



Added the possibility to import/export users presets.



Added the new History States parameter to the program's Preferences.



Improved the Print dialog. Now it's possible to print super high resolution images on
multiple pages.



And other changes and improvements.

Download AKVIS NatureArt 7.0! You can evaluate all features of the software during the 10-day
trial period.
The software runs on Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win 8 and on Mac OS X 10.6-10.10. The product
is available as a standalone program and as a plugin filter for Adobe Photoshop and other image
editors.
AKVIS NatureArt, Home license, sells for $72. Consult the official website for more details
about license types, versions, and prices of the software.
AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of image processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products: standalone
applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Macintosh.
About NatureArt: akvis.com/en/natureart/index.php
Screenshots: akvis.com/en/natureart/screenshots-nature-effects.php
Download: akvis.com/en/natureart/download-nature-effects.php
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